The multidrug resistance (MDR) system actively pumps antibiotics out of cells causing serious health problems. During the pumping, AcrB (one of the key components of MDR) undergoes a series of largescale and proton-motive conformational changes. Capturing the conformational changes through all-atom simulations is challenging. Here, we implement a hybrid coarse-grained force field to investigate the conformational changes of AcrB in the porter domain under different protonation states of Asp407/Asp408 in the trans-membrane domain. Our results show that protonation of Asp408 in monomer III (extrusion) stabilizes the asymmetric structure of AcrB; deprotonation of Asp408 induces clear opening of the entrance and closing of the exit leading to the transition from extrusion to access state. The structural changes in the porter domain of AcrB are strongly coupled with the proton translocation stoichiometry in the trans-membrane domain. Moreover, our simulations support the postulation that AcrB should adopt the symmetric resting state in a substrate-free situation.
Introduction
Multidrug resistance (MDR) represents a serious problem for cancer chemotherapies and treatment of bacterial infectious diseases. 1, 2 MDR is usually caused by the overexpression of efflux transporters that actively expel drug or toxin molecules out of the cell. As shown in Fig. 1(a) , the tripartite efflux system composed of AcrB-AcrA-TolC in Escherichia coli is primarily responsible for drug resistance and represents the most studied MDR system. [3] [4] [5] As shown, the tripartite system spans across the inner and outer membranes of the cell; AcrB is a member of the resistance-nodulation-division (RND) transporter family at the inner membrane and actively pumps drug molecules from the cell to the TolC outer membrane channel, 7 and AcrA is an adaptor that connects AcrB and TolC. 8 Clearly, among the tripartite system AcrB is the key component and plays a critical role in the drug export process. AcrB is a proton motive force dependent multidrug efflux pump driven by a substrate/proton antiport mechanism. 3, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] As illustrated, the protons are transferred inward to the cytoplasm, creating energy to motivate the outward movement of substrate molecules. The crystal structure of AcrB was first resolved in 2002; 14 as shown in Fig. 1(b) , it is a homo-trimer. Each monomer can be decomposed into three domains with different functionalities: the trans-membrane (TM) domain, which is responsible for proton transfer; the porter domain, which accounts for substrate recognition, binding and extrusion; and the docking domain, which links AcrB to TolC. 15 Later in 2006 and 2007, 10, 16, 17 X-ray studies showed that the three monomers of AcrB, although similar, exhibit distinct conformations. This asymmetric structure immediately led to the postulation of a three step functionally rotating mechanism for the drug export process. Based on this mechanism, each monomer takes one of the three functional states: access (A), binding (B) and extrusion (E). Fig. 1(c) shows the crosssectional view of the porter domain for all three monomers, where each monomer consists of four subdomains (PC1, PC2, PN1 and PN2). In monomer I, there is a clear open entrance between PC1 and PC2 subdomains such that substrates can access the vestibule proximal to the aromatic-binding-pocket entrance (A state); in monomer II, a substrate can bind inside the binding pocket and the conformation is almost similar to that of monomer I (B state); and in monomer III, the vestibule entrance is closed and the exit path between PN1 and PN2 connected from the binding pocket to the pore that is linked to the TolC channel is open 18 (E state) . During drug export, the monomers undergo sequential conformational changes from access state to binding, then to extrusion and back to access. In this process, the substrate translocation and the associated protein conformational changes primarily occur in the porter domain, while energy transduction from proton-motive force is in the trans-membrane (TM) domain. Key residues (Asp407, Asp408, Lys940, and Thr978) of the TM domain are shown in Fig. 1(d) along with the a-helices (TM4, TM10 and TM11). It has been shown from site-directed mutagenesis studies 19, 20 that these residues are irreplaceable during the drug export process.
Although recent in vivo experiments indirectly supported the aforementioned functionally rotating mechanism, 12, 13, 21 the difficulty in in vitro experiments precludes more direct proof. The molecular picture of the generation of proton driven force at the TM domain, conformational changes in the porter domain, and how they are interconnected are largely unclear.
All-atom molecular simulations are capable of providing the finest spatial/temporal resolution and molecular interaction details. Recently molecular simulations have been performed to investigate the molecular mechanisms involved in the drug export process of AcrB. Schulz et al. [22] [23] [24] attempted to address the correlation between conformational cycling and drug extrusion using targeted molecular dynamics. In targeted molecular dynamics, the conformational changes in the protein were mimicked without considering proton transport and energy transduction. Fischer and Kandt 25 studied the water pathways and discussed the possible proton transfer in the TM domain through B50 ns molecular simulations. Feng et al. 26 investigated the drug movements in B20 ns simulations and identified the important roles of the Phe617 loop in drug transport. Vargiu and Nikaido 27 studied the binding properties of different compounds to the distal binding pocket of AcrB using all-atom molecular simulations. Most recently Fischer and Kandt 28 explored the opening and closing motions in the porter domain of AcrB in B100 ns simulations. Nevertheless, in those studies the large-scale conformational changes in the porter domain of AcrB were either facilitated by external means [22] [23] [24] or mostly overlooked because of the short period of the simulation time due to the limitation of the all-atom force fields. 25, 26, 28 On the other hand, a structure-based coarse-grained model has also been adopted to address both the thermodynamics and dynamics of the porter domain of AcrB. 29 The multiple-basin model with triple basins representing different states of AcrB has been realized. The results from thermodynamics study showed that drug dissociation stabilized the symmetric structure of AcrB. The dynamics study indicated strong correlation between conformational changes and the drug export. However, in this coarse-grained model, each amino acid in the protein was represented as a bead and only the porter domain of AcrB was considered. Thus, important molecular interaction (salt-bridges/H-bonding) details and the molecular driven force at the TM domain that eventually determine the porter domain dynamics are missing in such simulations.
In this work, we investigate the conformational changes of AcrB and the associated molecular interactions through atomistic simulations using the hybrid PACE force field originally developed by Han et al. [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] In PACE, a united-atom-based protein model is coupled with the MARTINI 36, 37 water/lipid environment. Through coarse-graining of the environmental molecules (water and lipid), the molecular simulation time can be significantly extended while the molecular details of the protein are still retained. This hybrid force field is particularly suitable for problems involving large-scale conformational changes. The PACE force field has been employed to study the folding and unfolding events in several peptides 33 and small proteins 34 in microsecond simulations. We have recently implemented the PACE force field to investigate the proton-dependent dynamics and conformational changes of LacY without a sugar molecule. 38 We were able to observe the complete transition from inward-facing to outwardfacing conformations of LacY in microsecond molecular simulations. Here we are particularly interested in the effects of the protonation states of two key titratable residues, Asp407 and Asp408, on the molecular interactions at the TM domain, and the resulting large scale conformational changes in the porter domain of AcrB.
Methods
The PACE force field [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] has been implemented in our simulations. Briefly in PACE the protein atoms are treated with the united-atombased model (each heavy atom represents one site) and coupled with the coarse-grained MARTINI 36, 37 water and lipid model (four heavy atoms represent one site). In the protein model each heavy atom with the attached hydrogen atoms is generally modeled with one site, but the important hydrogens on the backbone and side chain amide groups are also explicitly expressed as dummy atoms. 32, 39 The total energy of the system takes into account both the bonded and nonbonded interactions. The bonded interactions account for generic bonded interactions through covalent bonds and interactions involved with rotamers of the backbone and side chains. For nonbonded interactions, 12-6 Lennard-Jones (LJ) potentials are used for water-water interactions, water-protein interactions and interactions between nonpolar protein sites. Modified LJ potentials and Coulomb potentials are used to handle hydrogen bonds and electrostatic interactions between polar sites on protein. The details of modeling development and parameter optimization can be found in ref. 34 and 35. It has been reported that using this hybrid PACE force filed, simulations are able to resolve the multiple folding and unfolding events for small peptides, as well as small proteins; 33 meanwhile the timescale explored in simulations is significantly increased compared with the all-atom simulations.
All simulations were performed using the modified version of NAMD 2.10. 40 The hybrid PACE force field was adopted for protein, lipid, water and ion molecules. The simulation models were constructed using CHARMM-GUI [41] [42] [43] [44] and VMD. 45 Fig. 2 demonstrates our simulation system; as shown, an asymmetric AcrB trimer with the absence of substrates (PDB ID: 2DHH) 16 was initially embedded in the POPE lipid bilayer membrane. The missing parts of AcrB in the original crystal structure are modeled from another AcrB crystal structure (PDB ID: 2J8S). 17 The whole system contains 415 lipids after removal of the lipids overlapping with the protein and around 30 000 coarse-grained MARTINI waters. A small number of chloride ions were added to neutralize the system. Overall our system contained B50 000 atoms with dimensions of B140 Â 140 Â 160 Å 3 . The lipid bilayer systems were equilibrated using the standard six-step equilibration process, [41] [42] [43] [44] where constraints are gradually turned off over 280 ps at a temperature of 300 K. In production simulations, periodic boundary conditions were applied in all three directions. The van der Waals interactions were calculated using LJ potentials with a cutoff of 12 Å. Production simulations were carried out for B1.1 ms using NPT (T = 300 K, P = 1 atm) ensembles. Since the protein force field is close to the all-atom model, a time-step of 5 fs was chosen. However, the total number of atoms is significantly reduced compared with all-atom simulations due to the use of MARTINI water and lipids. The graphical software VMD 45 was used for analysis of atomic distances, salt-bridges, and H-bonds and for taking snapshots.
To investigate the large-scale conformational changes in the porter domain of AcrB induced by the different protonation states at the TM domain, four model systems were created in our simulations by varying the protonation state of Asp407 and Asp408 in monomer III while assuming both Asp407 and Asp408 to be deprotonated in monomers I and II. Model details are presented in Table 1 : both Asp407 and Asp408 are deprotonated in the first model; Asp408 is protonated in the second model; Asp407 is protonated in the third model; and both Asp407 and Asp408 are protonated in the fourth model. Two independent simulations for each model system were performed for statistical consistency. Since both simulations in each model system produce similar results, for clarity purpose we only present results from one of the realizations in the following sections. The results from the second realization are provided in ESI. †
Results

Local side-chain dynamics in the TM domain and model validation
During the drug export process, the AcrB undergoes a series of large-scale conformational changes to accommodate drug translocation based on the alternating access mechanism. The global protein conformational changes primarily occur in the porter domain, while the driving forces for such changes are from the TM domain where the proton transport happens. It has been recognized that several key residues in the middle of the TM-domain, such as Asp407, Asp408 and Lys940, actively participate in the proton transport and play crucial roles in substrate/proton antiport. 19, 20, 25, 46 According to the asymmetric crystal structure of AcrB, as illustrated in Fig. 1 , Lys940 is located between Asp407 and Asp408 in monomers I and II, but in monomer III Lys940 is at a different position between Asp408 and Thr978. The different configurations in the TM-domain are most likely due to the different protonation states of these residues which may eventually determine the large-scale conformational changes in the porter domain of AcrB.
As listed in Table 1 , four model systems have been created by varying the protonation states of Asp407 and Asp408 in monomer III, while keeping both residues deprotonated in monomers I and II. Through our simulations we first examine Fig. 2 The illustration of the simulation system. AcrB protein (new cartoon representation) is embedded in a POPE lipid bilayer (ball and stick representation). Water molecules are represented by red dots and ions are shown with yellow spheres respectively. Table 1 Summary of the simulation model systems. The residues Asp407 and Asp408 in the TM domain are kept deprotonated in monomer I and monomer II, but they are changed in monomer III
Model system
Monomer I Monomer II Monomer III
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the side-chain dynamics and the associated salt-bridge formation/ breakage near residues Asp407, Asp408, Lys940 and Thr978 (see Fig. 1d ) by measuring three distances between N z on Lys940 and O d on Asp407, N z on Lys940 and O d on Asp408, N z on Lys940 and O g on Thr978. Fig. 3a shows the time evolution of the three distances for 100 ns in monomer II for model system 1, where both Asp408 and Asp407 are deprotonated. The data for monomers I and II are similar; therefore we only discuss the results in monomer II here. As shown, all three distances are steady around the individual values close to the crystal structure within 100 ns. Lys940 forms stable salt-bridges with both Asp408 and Asp407 and resides at a location B7 Å away from Thr978. These data agree with the simulation results of Yamane et al. 18 as shown in Fig. 3b on exactly the same system but with the all-atom force field. However, the side-chain configurations are quite dynamic in monomer III (E state in the initial crystal structure) as indicated in Fig. 3c . Originally Lys940 is located near Asp407 and Thr978, and is B7 Å away from Asp408 which is consistent with the crystal structure in E state. However, at B10 ns a transition takes place and Lys940 moves away from
Thr978 toward Asp408, leading to a configuration similar to that in monomers I and II as shown in Fig. 3a . In addition, a stable salt-bridge between Lys940 and Asp407 always exists within 100 ns. The findings are also consistent with the all-atom simulation results from ref. 18 as shown in Fig. 3d , in which a similar transition was observed at B50 ns.
For model system 2, when the Asp408 in monomer III is protonated, as shown in Fig. 3e , Lys940 is always closer to Thr978 than Asp408 within 300 ns simulations. This is consistent with the crystal structure in E state. We also notice a transition at B200 ns with a slight increase in the Lys940-Thr978 distance and a slight decrease in the Lys940-Asp408 distance. A similar trend was also observed in all-atom simulations 18 as shown in Fig. 3f but at B90 ns. Overall, the data show that protonation of Asp408 stabilizes the E state configuration of monomer III.
The results from model systems 3 and 4 are rather dynamic and the early behaviors will not be discussed here. Due to the coarse-graining of the force field and relatively larger time-step, all of our results from PACE exhibit more fluctuations than the results from all-atom simulations. In summary, our simulations of side-chain dynamics in the TM domain in early periods indicate that protonation of Asp408 stabilizes the configurations of the E state in monomer III, while deprotonation of Asp408 destabilizes the TM domain and induces a transition to A/B state configuration. More importantly, all of our results (including model systems 3 and 4) agree well with the previous all-atom simulation data 18 during the early short time period, validating our coarse-grained force fields.
Large-scale conformation changes in the porter domain
According to the substrate/proton antiport transport mechanism of AcrB, the local configurational changes in the TM domain caused by proton translocation will lead to large-scale global movements in the porter domain and eventually the opening/ closure of the substrate transport channels to accommodate substrate export. Based on the crystal structures of AcrB, in each monomer two important binding pockets divided by the Phe617loop (or ''switch-loop'') have been identified near the center of the porter domain: the outer ''proximal binding pocket (proximal BP)'' and the inner ''distal binding pocket (distal BP)''. 47, 48 The proximal BP is connected with several possible entrance channels including the vestibule channel, 16 cleft channel, 10, 17 and a channel from the central cavity. 47 These entrance channels and the proximal BP are responsible for substrate uptake. An exit channel on the top of the porter domain is connected with the distal BP and is obviously responsible for substrate export. Previous simulations with all-atom force fields were able to resolve the side-chain dynamics in the TM domain, but could only capture the initial structural changes in the porter domain due to computational limitation (o200 ns simulation time). The coarse-grained force fields herein enable us to significantly extend the simulation time to microseconds and directly explore the large-scale conformational changes. In this section, we will focus on the large-scale structural changes in the porter domain of AcrB. We will monitor the conformational changes both at the cleft entrance channel (preferred pathway for larger substrates) and at the exit channel.
Cleft entrance channel
Between the cleft entrance and the proximal BP, there is a Thr676-loop connecting the PC1 and PC2 subdomains. The Thr676-loop is close to the TM domain (see Fig. 4a ) and adopts different orientations to control the passage/blockage of substrates. In the crystal structure, the Thr676-loops in monomers I and II exhibit configurations that are closer to the TM domain, leading to the opening of the cleft entrance. On the other hand, in monomer III, the Thr676-loop shifts B1 nm towards the switch-loop (or Phe617-loop) closing the entrance and blocking the substrate access. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 4a , through our simulations we monitor the opening/closure of the cleft entrance by measuring the center of mass distance between Thr676 and Phe563. Phe563 is located at the TM domain with negligible global movement throughout the simulations. Fig. 4b-d show the time evolution of the center of mass distances between Thr676 and Phe563 for the four simulation systems ( Table 1) with different protonation states and for all three monomers of AcrB respectively. The original distances from the crystal structure are also indicated in the figures by the dashed red lines for reference. As shown, the T676-F563 distance is maximum at B15 Å in monomer III indicating the closure of the entrance channel, while the distances are at 10 and 6 Å in monomers I and II showing the partial opening or opening of the entrance. Among our simulation systems (Table 1 ), in monomer I (A state in the crystal structure) as shown in Fig. 4b , the T676-F563 distances are quite stable around the crystal structure value for systems 1, 2 and 4 throughout the simulations. For system 3 the T676-F563 distance decreases to 6 Å at B0.1 ms. In monomer II (B state in the crystal structure) as shown in Fig. 4c , the T676-F563 distance in system 2 is consistent with the crystal structure value throughout the simulation. A gradual increase of the distance is observed in systems 1 and 3, while the distance is abruptly increased to 10 Å at B0.5 ms in system 4. In monomer III (E state in the crystal structure) as shown in Fig. 4d , for systems 2, 3 and 4 the T676-F563 distance is similar and fluctuates around the crystal structure value, but for system 1 the distance drops to B10 Å at around 0.2 ms.
Exit channel
At the exit region of the substrate transport channel around the top of AcrB, three residues Gln124, Gln125 and Tyr758 form a gate to control the passage/blockage of the substrate. 17 Therefore to monitor the opening/closure of the exit channel, we measure the center of mass distances between Gln124 and Tyr758 (see Fig. 5a ) in our simulations. Fig. 5b-d show the time evolution of the Gln124-Tyr758 distances. The red dashed lines are the original distances in the crystal structure; as shown, the Gln124-Tyr758 distances are at B5 Å in monomers I and II when the exit channel is closed, while the exit channel is widely open in monomer III as indicated by the Gln124-Tyr758 distance at B12.5 Å. In monomer I as shown in Fig. 5b , the Gln124-Tyr758 distances are stable around the original crystal structure value for systems 1 and 2. In systems 3 and 4 the distances are increased indicating the opening of the exit channel. In monomer II as shown in Fig. 5c , the time evolutions of the Gln124-Tyr758 distances are rather dynamic; overall the distances are close to the crystal structure value in systems 1 and 2, but are increased to B12 Å and B10 Å in systems 3 and 4 respectively. In monomer III as shown in Fig. 5d , for system 1 the Gln124-Tyr758 distance gradually drops to B5 Å closing the exit channel, the distance converges to the crystal structure value at B12.5 Å for system 2, while for systems 3 and 4 the distance increases to B16 Å.
Channel radius at the cleft entrance and exit regions
From the analysis of the four model systems (see Table 1 ), two model systems (model 1 and model 2) appear to be Table 1 . The values of the T676-F563 distance in the crystal structure (PDB ID: 2DHH) for the three monomers are indicated by red dashed lines for comparison. (Simulation results from the second realization can be found in Fig. S2 Fig. 4 ). On the other hand, the exit in monomers I and II remained tightly closed consistent with the original crystal structures; in monomer III we also observed a dramatic change from open-state (E state) to closedstate (A state) (see Fig. 5 ). For model system 2 when Asp408 was protonated while Asp407 was kept deprotonated, the measurements for all the monomers at both entrance and exit regions showed no changes and converged to the original states of the crystal structures. All the data demonstrated that protonation of Asp408 (model 2) in monomer III assisted in stabilizing the asymmetric structure (ABE) of AcrB, while deprotonation of Asp408 (model 1) caused significant conformational changes and induced a transition from the asymmetric (ABE) to symmetric (AAA) structure. This is also consistent with the measurements of local side-chain dynamics in the TM domain from Fig. 3 .
To further confirm and demonstrate the structural changes during this transition, we measured the radius of cavity along the substrate transport channel from cleft entrance to exit (Fig. 6a) for model system 1 at the end of the simulation (B1.1 ms). Fig. 6b shows the pore radius profile from the cleft entrance to the proximal BP. In the original crystal structure (solid lines), it is clear that both monomers I and II are open at the entrance. Monomer II (B4 Å) opens slightly wider than monomer I (B3.2 Å). In monomer III, however, the entrance is almost completely closed with a pore radius of B1.5 Å. When Asp408 is deprotonated (model system 1), as shown evidently by dashed lines in Fig. 6b , the pore radius at the cleft entrance in all three monomers converges to the value of monomer I in the crystal structure. On the other hand, along the exit channel as shown in Fig. 6c , both monomers I and II are closed and only monomer III is open in the crystal structure. In model system 1, as Asp408 is deprotonated, again the exit channels in all three monomers converge to a situation consistent with monomer I of the crystal structure. The pore radius measurements clearly demonstrate the opening movement at the entrance region and Table 1 . The values of the Y758-Q124 distance in the crystal structure (PDB ID: 2DHH) for the three monomers are indicated by red dashed lines for comparison. (Simulation results from the second realization can be found in Fig. S3 from ESI. †) Fig. 6 Pore radius profiles. (a) Schematic illustration of the substrate transport channel, from the cleft entrance to the proximal binding pocket, and then to the distal binding pocket and finally to the central funnel exit. The pore radius profiles calculated by CAVER 2.0 6 from the cleft entrance to the proximal binding pocket (b) and from the distal binding pocket to the exit (c) for all three monomers of model system 1 at the end of the simulation (B1.1 ms) . The pore radius profiles from the original crystal structure (PDB ID: 2DHH) are also included as solid lines for comparison. The relative positions of the residues along the substrate channel, F676 and Q124, mentioned in Fig. 4 and 5 are illustrated in red text. The channel 1 coordinate is defined from the cleft to S134, and the channel 2 coordinate is defined from S134 to the exit. closing movement at the exit region of monomer III, and provide strong evidence for the transition from ABE configuration to AAA configuration in model system 1. The channel radius measurements for model system 2 are provided in ESI. † As shown in Fig. S4 in ESI, † when Asp408 is protonated the pore sizes at both cleft entrance and exit are consistent with the original asymmetric crystal structures.
Discussion
It has been postulated that the AcrB adopts symmetric AAA conformation in the absence or at low concentrations of the substrate as the ''resting state'' with the structural flexibility for substrate intake. 49, 50 Recently, Fischer and Kandt 28 investigated the opening/closing motions of the porter domain of AcrB with the absence of substrates through B100 ns all-atom molecular simulations. The conformational changes of the porter domain, including the entrance, exit and distal binding pocket regions, were monitored through distance, crosssectional area and radius of gyration analyses. However, no trend from the original ABE state to AAA resting state was observed in simulations, probably due to the rather short simulation time as pointed out by the authors. On the other hand, Yamane et al. 18 performed B200 ns all-atom simulations to explore the functional rotation of AcrB induced by protonmotive force. Similar to our model systems, different protonation states of Asp407 and Asp408 in monomers with E state were examined and the effects on the structural changes in the porter domain were explored. Due to the limited simulation time, only the initial structural changes were captured. Based on the initial changes and the principal component analysis, a transition from asymmetric ABE to symmetric AAA state was proposed when both Asp407 and Asp408 were deprotonated. In this work, we were able to capture the complete conformational transitions in the porter domain due to the benefits of the hybrid coarse-grained force field. Through residue distance and pore radius measurements near the entrance and exit regions of the substrate transport channel, we directly illustrated the structural transition from ABE to AAA state when Asp408 was deprotonated. Our results strongly support the hypothesis that without substrates, the AcrB should adopt the resting state (AAA) at appropriate proton translocation stoichiometry.
To address the possible molecular force transmission pathway from the TM domain to the porter domain, we have carefully examined the simulation results from model system 1 (407 À -408 À ) and compared with the results from model system 2 (407 À -408 H ) as well as the crystal structure. As shown in Fig. S5 in ESI, † the salt-bridges Lys940-Asp407 and Lys940-Asp408 play important roles in proton translocation. Asp407 and Asp408 are located on TM4 and Lys940 is on TM10. The results show that protonation of Asp408 actually stabilizes the Lys940-Asp407 salt-bridge. Fig. 7(a) shows the time evolution of the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD)s for the center of TM10 (transmembrane a-helix 10) calculated relative to the crystal structure. When Asp408 is deprotonated as shown in Fig. 7(a) , there is a clear transition leading to higher RMSD on TM10 than the case when Asp408 is protonated at B0.5 ms. The promoted dynamics of TM10 will impact the a-helices in the vicinity. By comparing all a-helices with the crystal structures in the TM domain as shown in Fig. 7(c) , we observed that the most prominent change, i.e. a clear rotation, took place in TM9. To quantify the rotation, we monitor the time evolution of the angle (y) formed by TM9 and z-axis. As shown in Fig. 7(b) , when Asp408 is protonated a stable y around 401 is observed throughout the simulation. However as Asp408 is deprotonated, a clear angular motion occurs at B0.5 ms changing y from 40 to 321. Since TM9 is connected with the PC2 subdomain in the porter domain, the global angular motion of TM9 may eventually induce the rotation of PC2 leading to the opening of the cleft entrance and closing of the exit channel. As shown in Fig. 1(c) , the PC2 subdomain in monomer III is very close to the PN2 subdomain in monomer II. Therefore it is likely that the global motion of PC2 in monomer III will also affect PN2 in monomer II leading to structural transitions. Clearly, in addition to TM9 other a-helices also participate in 
Conclusions
In this work atomistic simulations have been performed to study the large-scale conformational changes in the porter domain of AcrB driven by the proton-motive force at the TM domain. A hybrid PACE force field, in which the united-atom-based protein model is coupled with MARTINI water/lipid models, was implemented in our simulations. The coarse-graining of the environmental molecules significantly extends the simulation time and enables us to capture the large-scale conformational changes of AcrB in microseconds. As pointed out in ref. 33 , coarse-graining of water/lipid and simplification of the protein-protein/protein-solvent interactions many cause much faster kinetics for protein dynamics than experiments. However, significant insights such as dynamic interactions as well as large-scale protein structural changes can be obtained in such simulations. Four model systems with the absence of substrates based on the different protonation states of Asp407 and Asp408 in monomer III have been investigated. We first examined the early stage (B200 ns) local side-chain dynamics in the TM domain by measuring the salt-bridges among Asp407, Asp408, Lys940 and Thr978. The dynamics from our simulations are consistent with the recent all-atom simulation data validating the coarse-grained force field. Then we investigated the large-scale structural changes in the porter domain through residue distance and pore radius measurements at both the entrance and exit regions of the substrate transport channel. Our results indicated that the protonation state of Asp408 was critically important. Protonation of Asp408 stabilized the asymmetric structures in the porter domain, which is consistent with experiments. 46 Deprotonation of Asp408 in the TM domain caused dramatic structural changes in the porter domain of monomer III. Our results clearly showed the opening of the entrance and closure of the exit region of the substrate transport channel, leading to the transition from extrusion (E) to access (A) state. Our data strongly support the postulation that in a substrate-free situation, the AcrB should adopt the symmetric AAA resting state. 49, 50 Protonation of Asp407 also caused significant structural changes in the porter domain ( Fig. 4 and 5 for models 3 and 4) implying its important role. A substantial decrease in function has been observed in experiments with Asp407 mutations. 19, 20, 46 Even though the results are incompatible with the existing A,B,E states, transient protonation of Asp407 during proton translocation is possible. Further investigations are needed to clarify the functional roles of the protonation state of Asp407. Finally, our current models do not contain any substrate. Inclusion of the substrate molecules in the simulations and exploration of the coupled substrate and proton transport (substrate/proton antiport) will be interesting and will be addressed in future works.
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